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Abstract:- 

 It is known that the population is increasing at very peak ranges all over the world. But also the deaths 

are exponentially increasing. Among them most of the deaths occurs due to accidents and diseases. Since we are 

on the era of advanced technology, we can utilize these technological growths to enhance the safety and security 

towards death causing crisis like accidents and spreading of disease. These technologies also provide some aids to 

prevent us from experiencing major problems caused by accidents and diseases. So here we utilize the 

technological advancement to enable the immune system for us to survive any such scenarios.  We can notice 

that most of the wall cracks are caused due to old age of the structure. And because of not conditioning these 

cracks, they tend to fall causing various issues. So we propose this system to detect and service these cracks.  

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

In this day and age transport is a key need since without transport, exchange will grind to a halt. It would be 

unimaginable for items to be devoured in territories which are not in the prompt neighborhood of the generation 

focuses. All through the past, transport played an essential part in the extension of exchange. Therefore, by 

expanding the levelheadedness and limit of transport frameworks, financial flourishing is accomplished. The best 

possible task and upkeep of transport framework has an awesome effect on the economy. Transport, being one of the 

greatest workers of vitality, its maintainability and security are issues of fundamental significance. In India, rail 

transport possesses a unmistakable position in extinguishing the regularly expanding necessities of a quickly 

developing economy. In any case, as far as  the dependability and security parameters, worldwide norms have  not 

fulfilled. 

The Indian railroad arrange today has a track  length of 113,617 kilometers (70,598 mi) over a rate of 

63,974 kilometers (39,752 mi) and 7,083 stations. It remains at fourth position when contrasted with those of the 

United States, Russia and China. The rail arranges is spread all over India, continuing 30 million travelers and 2.8 

million huge amounts of cargo day by day. Notwithstanding when there is a boundless and great system, the Indian 

rail is still in the developed organize. The rail transport in India is creating well ordered.  Our offices are deficient 

contrasted with the worldwide models and accordingly, there have been visit crashes that have brought about 

extreme loss of profitable human lives and property too. To exhibit the seriousness of the issue, official insights say 

that there have been 11 mischances in 2011 till the long stretch of July alone, which fails to impress anyone. On 

advance investigation of the components that reason these rail mishaps, late insights uncover that roughly 60% of all 

the rail mischances have crashes as their motivation, of which around 90% are expected to  splits on the rails either 

because of regular causes (like unnecessary extension because of warmth) or because of introverted components. 

Consequently, these breaks in railroad lines have been a perpetual issue, which must be tended to with most extreme 

consideration because of the recurrence of rail use in India. These splits and different issues with the rails for the 

most part go unnoticed because of shameful upkeep and the at present unpredictable and manual track line checking 

that is being completed. The high recurrence of trains and the instability of physical work have advanced a 

requirement for an mechanized framework to screen the nearness of break on the railroad lines. Since crash because 

of breaks was identified as the real issue there have been endeavors for a considerable length of time to address the 
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need of more secure rail tracks. With the coming of capable computerized flag processors, picture preparing 

methods [1] have been investigated to detail answers for the issue of railroad split recognition. Despite the fact that 

it gives better precision, this strategy utilizes methods like picture division, morphology and edge location all of 

which take a ton of preparing power and an extraordinary measure of time rendering the robot moderate and in this 

way inadmissible. Later inquire about has examined the utilization of microwave horn receiving wires for break 

identification [2]. Horn reception apparatus required as a flared out or opened out waveguides. It will deliver a 

uniform stage front with bigger gap than the waveguide with more noteworthy directivity. Range analyzer is used to 

find and measure control/vitality of the electromagnetic wave reflecting off the rail track frequencies between 8 GHz 

and 12 GHz. The cost of range analyzer is high and not reasonable for the genuine world. Vortex current based 

strategies ([3], [4] and [5]) areused to hold over constraints related with ultrasonic and  microwave strategies. It is a 

framework for identifying transverse breaks underneath even splits in the runway. Needs exists to dismiss those 

signs on those frequencies swirl current test that is detected to be transverse breaks, in any case, are from non-

important signs, for example, from thermite welds, plant welds, railhead focuses, and so forth. A larger part of the 

work done in the field of split identification utilizes the infrared detecting procedure ([6], [7] and [8]). It is a well 

comprehended procedure to such an extent that it was at first thought to be the best answer for the issue of split 

recognition, however later it was observed to be inclined to outside aggravations and thus came to be viewed as 

incorrect. Methods that utilize ultrasonic ([9], [10] and [11]) tide over a portion of the issues said before, however 

they can just investigate the center of the track; that is, it can't check for surface and close surface splitting where 

most blames are generally found. A few different random strategies like perception and examination of wave spread 

by means of model impacts and piezo activation [12] have likewise been produced. The issue innate in every one of 

these procedures is that the cost brought about is high. Henceforth this paper proposes a modest, novel yet 

straightforward plan with adequate roughness reasonable to the Indian situation that uses a LED-LDR plan to 

identify the break in railroad lines, which turns out to be savvy when contrasted with the current strategies ([13], 

[14] and [15]). The essential pretended by transport in the advancement of an economy has been considered [16]. 

What's more, insights on the quantity of rail mishaps and their comparing causes have additionally been considered 

[17]. As of late an enhanced strategy was presented to recognize the breaks. The procedure utilizes LED-LDR 

locator unit with RF transmission and gathering to distinguish the splits on any of the track arms. The robot was 

intended to keep running on wheels outside the railroad tracks. The fundamental defect of this technique is that it 

can look at just a single side of the track at once and can't be used at level intersections. 

 

II. SYSTEM DESIGN 
Proposed System:  

It is known that the Kolkata fly over damaged tragedy caused many human lives while travelling under the 

fly over. The root cause for such accident is due to the development of cracks in the fly over. So we propose this 

system to overcome such issues. The proposed system consists of a camera for detecting the presence of potholes 

and cracks. The microcontroller using the wireless camera enables the video processing and transmits the video to 

the user. The user drives the vehicle wirelessly by monitoring through video. The length detector is used to detect 

the length of the pothole and cracks, on the surface. It sends the information about the length to the microcontroller. 

The cement section is used to eject the liquid stored in the tank. When the controller receives information about the 

length, the controller instructs the cement section to eject the liquid of cement mix stored in the tank to fill the 

pothole and crack. Thus it makes sure that the holes and cracks are properly close 

The below figure shows the block diagram of the surface wreck detection methods. In near-field modern techniques 

the sensitivity of the sensor is directly related to the size of the sensor. In he sensor introduced in this work the 

largest dimension was 3 mm and the air and metallic traces were S = t = 0.2 mm, and K = 0.4 mm as shown in figure 

1. We emphasize that the sensor can be scaled to operate at other frequencies depending on the the size of a target 

crack. The small bridge in the sensor connecting the center conductor of the resonator to the surrounding conductor 

can be modeled as an inductance. In this work, the material under test (MUT), which in our case is the metallic 

block, is used to determine the reference resonance frequency of the sensor. Shift due to the presence of cracks in 

the surface will be measured with respect to the reference frequency. We found numerically that when the slots in 

the center conductor of the region are in the same direction as the direction of the current in the small bridge, the 

sensor becomes highly sensitive.  
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                                                Figure (i) Proposed Block Diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                    Figure (iii) Sample Crack detection 

 

Several wireless sensor technologies have been developed in the past few years to address these problems. 

The basic concept of these sensors is to use the deformation of the base material to change the length of the sensor, 

which causes its behavior to change (i.e., its resonance frequency to shift or its electrical resistance to change). 

Because of the sensitivity of measurements based on electrical resistance or current to long-term stability and 

networking issues and because of their installation and maintenance costs, frequency shifts are a preferred approach 

today. For these sensors a relation between the resonance frequency and the strain obtained in the laboratory is used 

to determine the strain in the field from a measured frequency shift. A large variety of these sensors are available. 

For example, Chuang et al. have developed a wireless strain sensor that can be embedded or bonded in structures 

 

 

 
 

Figure (ii) Receiver section 
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Working Principle: 

In our proposed system we are using PIC16F877A microcontroller for implementing the crack detection on the 

surface these values are updated via WSN networks. Also integrated with the wireless camera and the detected crack 

is repaired by the use of cement applying mechanism in our prototype we are using the DC motor mechanism. Core 

Extraction for Compressive Strength Test A core specimen taken perpendicular to a horizontal surface shall be 

located, when possible, with its axis perpendicular to the bed of the concrete as originally placed. The mean 

diameter shall be determined to the nearest millimeter from three pairs of measurements. The two measurements in 

each pair shall be taken at right angles to each other, one pair being taken at the middle of the core and the other 

pairs at the quarter points of the depth. The ends of the specimen shall be capped before testing. Caps shall be made 

as thin as practicable and shall not flow or fracture before the concrete fails when the specimen is tested. The capped 

surfaces shall be at right angles to the axis of the specimen and shall not depart from a plane by more than 0.05 mm. 

 

Hardware Module: 

IC micro controller (PIC16F877A) 

“PIC16F877A” features 256 bytes of EEPROM data memory, self-programming, an ICD, 2 Comparators, 8 

channels of 10-bit Analogy-to-Digital (A/D) converter, 2 capture/compare/PWM functions, the synchronous serial 

port can be configured as either 3-wire Serial Peripheral Interface or the 2-wire Inter-Integrated Circuit bus and a 

Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (USART). All of these features make it ideal for more advanced level 

A/D applications in automotive, industrial, appliances and consumer applications 

 

WSN Transmitter: 

Transmitter is an electronic device which, with the aid of an antenna produces radio waves. It itself generates radio 

waves so they are considered as a key component in electronic devices such as wireless computer networks, 

Bluetooth enabled devices, navigational beacons, etc. inputs obtained from the surface are transmitted to the receiver 

by wireless communication system .  

 

WSN Receiver 

Receiver is an electronic device that receives radio waves and converts the information carried by them to a usable 

form. It is used with an antenna which intercepts radio waves (electromagnetic waves) and converts them to tiny 

alternating currents which are applied to the receiver and it extracts the desired information. The information 

produced by the receiver may be in the form of sound (an audio signal), images (a video signal) or data (a digital 

signal). 

 

TYPES OF WIRELESS 

Whether analog or digital, most commercially available electronic devices that broadcast do so in either the 

2.4 GHz or 5.8 GHz ranges. 900 MHz and 1.2 GHz were common at one time, but have both been nearly completely 

phased out of use.2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz cameras are similar in function. Both contain a transmitter that sends a 

signal to a receiver, which can be connected to a monitor to view or a DVR to record. 

 

2.4 GHZ 

Available in digital and analogHas a maximum practical range of about 700 feetA single receiver can carry 

a maximum of 4 transmissionsThe frequency most cordless/wireless devices transmit on, so analog devices are very 

prone to interference. 

 

5.8 GHZ 

Available in digital and analogMaximum range of about 2000 feetA single receiver can carry a maximum 

of 8 transmissions Used by fewer household devices, less prone to interference Analog signals can still be picked up 

by outside receivers. 
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CONCLUSION 

 The Ultrasonic sensor system has been found out to be a powerful tool in detecting the presence 

of cracks and flaws in a structure. Real time structural health monitoring of buildings will improve their 

reliability and safety and also reduce the maintenance time and cost. The project is cost effective and can 

be used for a wide range of applications and for different types of materials and locations. The damage 

indication trend of the software module graphs and the extent of damage correlated well, leading to the 

conclusion that the structural crack detection using ultrasonic sensors is a plausible technique for future 

application in structural health monitoring 
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